
IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird and

animal trapping can be as much art as it is science. Nixalite of America Inc guarantees the workmanship

of the bird traps. WE DO NOT guarantee that you will catch anything. Effective trapping takes careful

planning, a knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.
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Professional Grade Rear Release Animal Trap
Heavy-duty trap designed for the live capture and easy release of raccoon sized animals including raccoons,

groundhog, skunks, nutria and more. Designed and developed for wildlife control professionals, this trap

incorporates several enhancements for increased safety, performance and durability. Built tough with heavy

duty 14 gage GALFAN wire mesh, this trap measures 36” x 11” x 12”.

ully assembled trap is ready to use right out of the box.

The Easy Release rear door makes animal

release and baiting quick and easy. The f

Item# VCS54136 - HD Single Door Live Capture Animal Trap

36”L x 11”W x 12”HCarry handle with
protector plate

Proper bait selection, trap location and knowing your

target animal are important. For trap instructions and

tips refer to the instruction booklet sent with the trap.

Make sure the trap will be on a level surface so it does

not tip or rock back and forth with the movement of

the animal. Place the bait at the rear of the trap in a

small container or tray. DO NOT put bait on the trip

pan - it must be placed at the back of the trap. This

will help ensure that the animal steps on the trip pan,

triggering the trap door behind them.

You must check the trap frequently. Do not leave

animals in traps for extended periods. To release the

trapped animal pull up on the trap door at the front of

the trap. Always use caution when releasing a trapped

animal. They can be stressed and may be aggressive

when released.

Reinforced
trapdoor for
maximum
strength

All traps made with
GALFAN coated wire

HD trip pans and
bait trays resist animal
damages

Operating rod
has additional
support rings
for strength

1/2" x 1" 14 gauge
wire used on rear
and lower sides of
trap to protect bait

Pull up Easy Release
door to release or
transfer the
animal


